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1/48L-159A Alca “Czech Light Attack Jet”

Full resin Kit
PLT149

Full resin kit of a modern Czech subsonic attack aircraft. 
The kit contains highly detailed resin parts, white metal 
undercarriage legs, photo-etched parts, vacu formed 
canopies, all lights cast from clear resin and decals for two 
Czech Army Air Force aircraft.
Czech Republic, modern
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CMK 4299 Seafire FR.46/47

Armament set fir Airfix
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1/48. ٤٦/٤٧  Armament set Seafire FR
for Airfix kit

1/48

Set contains highly detailed undercarriage bays with 
particular covers for modern, multi purpose jet aircraft 
used by Swedish, Hungarian, Thai, Czech and South 
African air forces.
Sweden, modern

4299

4301

Set contains highly detailed and opened weapon and ammo 
bays for both wing halves. The weapons as so the bays are 
cast separately. The photo-etched fret contains bays’ 
fastening rims.
UK post WWII / Korean War  , 

JAS-39A/C Gripen – Undercarriage set 
for KittyHawk kit

Price: 5,50 EUR

Price: 3,90 EUR
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1/484302
 

JAS-39A/C Gripen – Exterior set
for KittyHawk kit

Set contains new, deflected air brakes with their bays, in flight 
refueling boom’s compartment, APU box, Black box, all 
particular covers and FOD for modern, multi purpose jet aircraft 
used by Swedish, Hungarian, Thai, Czech and South African 
air forces. According to the in flight refueling boom’s 
compartment the kit corresponds to the “C” version. Therefore 
our set focuses on “C” version only. Version “A” would need 
conversion parts.
Sweden, modern

1/484303
 

JAS-39A/C Gripen – Interior set
for KittyHawk kit

Set contains completely new cockpit including side walls, 
ejector seat, instrument panel, colored photo-etched parts 
and other details for modern, multi purpose jet aircraft used by 
Swedish, Hungarian, Thai, Czech and South African air forces. 
According to the instrument panel, ejector seat the kit 
corresponds to the “C” version. Therefore our set focuses on 
“C” version only. Version “A” would need conversion parts.
Sweden, modern
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8046 Pz.Kpfw IV – Driver´s set 
for Tamiya kit

1/48

8047 Maybach HL 120 TRM 
– WW II German tank engine

1/48

Set contains highly detailed WW II German engine. Maybach 
HL120 TRM was one of the widely used tank engines during 
WW II (Pz.III and Pz.IV and their subsequent versions).  
Germany, WWII

Set contains highly detailed driver’s compartment including new 
floor, transmission, steering controls, seats and dashboard 
and particular hatches for Pz.IV, the most common WW II 
Wehrmacht tank. Set contains color photo-etched parts.
Germany, WWII

8046
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CMK 7255 Seafire FR.46/47

Armament set SH kit
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Made in Czech Republic

CMK 7258

7255 Seafire FR.46/47 – Armament set 
for Special Hobby kit

1/72

7258  WW II Japanese Navy 250kg bomb Type 98
 (6 pcs.)

1/72

Set contains six WW II Imperial Japanese Navy 250 Kg bombs 
Type 98. These bombs were commonly carried by carrier based 
bombers, land based multi-engined bombers as so the special 
attack units’ aircraft. Set contains photo-etched parts.
Japan, WWII

Set contains highly detailed and opened weapon and ammo 
bays for both wing halves. The weapons as so the bays are 
cast separately. The photo-etched fret contains bays’ fastening 
rims.
UK, post WWII / Korean War  
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1/32Q32 183 P-51D Mustang Wheels 
(Diamond Tread Pattern) 

for Dragon/Tamiya/Trumpeter

Set contains completely new main landing gear wheels with 
Diamond Tread Pattern, separately cast wheel discs correspond 
with particular kit producer’s gear legs (Dragon, Trumpeter, 
Tamiya) since each producer’s leg features specific pin.
USA, WWII

1/32 Q32 184 P-51D Mustang Wheels
(Diamond and Hole Tread Pattern)

for Dragon/Tamiya/Trumpeter)

Set contains completely new main landing gear wheels with 
Diamond and Hole Tread Pattern, separately cast wheel discs 
correspond with particular kit producer’s gear legs (Dragon, 
Trumpeter, Tamiya) since each producer’s leg features specific 
pin.
USA, WWII
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